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1

Theoretical assumptions

Much of linguistic terminology is used differently by different linguists. Portions of
this work are in the generative framework and the terminology is used accordingly.
This chapter introduces the core terms used throughout this book, in particular those
connected with the properties of words and their constituent parts. Derivation will be
featured throughout. Inflection is introduced solely to illustrate how it will be applied
in this work. Also introduced is the role of features in the projection of aspect, voice,
tense, mood, cause, change of state, etc. It is argued that Chomsky’s I-language plays
an important role in lexicalization and productivity, and that institutionalization and
backformation are relevant only in the history of the E-language.

1.1 Basic phrase structure

This section presents a traditional and very similar modern conception of phrase
structure that will be applied to word structure in }1.2. The essence is that both
phrases and words consist of a head and satellites.

A word plus its satellites constitutes a phrase, and all phrases have a head. In the
noun phrase (NP) undrinkable water, the noun water is head of the phrase because it
projects, i.e. determines that the phrase is a noun phrase. An adjective (A) also heads
its own phrase and can have its own satellites, as in very undrinkable water. The head
of the adjective phrase (AP) very undrinkable is undrinkable.

Traditional grammar (e.g. Bloomfield 1933: 194f.) maintained that the sentence is
exocentric (headless) but that phrases are endocentric (headed). Bloomfield is expli-
cit that every phrase has a head of its own kind: a noun phrase (NP) has a noun (N)
head, a verb phrase (VP) has a verb (V) head, and so on. Each phrase, according to
Bloomfield, can have satellites, namely a specifier (Spec) and a complement (Compl).

In the generativemodel, the traditional observation was formalized as X-bar theory.
See (1), where XP is a phrase of any kind (VP, NP, etc.) and X (or X˚/X-zero) its head
(V, N, etc.). X' (X-bar) represents an intermediate level.
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(1) X-bar theory
XP

Spec X'

X Compl

The Spec is said to asymmetrically (or antisymmetrically) c-command the comple-
ment. That is, while X and the complement c-command each other, the complement
does not c-command the specifier, hence the asymmetry/antisymmetry (cf. }3.2).

“An X˚ (zero-level) category is a head or a category formed by adjunction to the
head X, which projects” (Chomsky 1995: 245).

In a bare phrase structure model, the difference between a head X and the XP it
projects is of no theoretical significance (Chomsky 1995: 241–9; 2005: 14), and there
are no bar levels. A complement is a word or phrase that merges with a head.
A specifier is any other phrase that merges with the unit formed by first merger
(Chomsky 1995: 245). Complement and specifier “are just notations for first-Merge
and later-Merge” (Chomsky 2005: 14). There is “no distinction between lexical items
and ‘heads’ projected from them . . . . [A]n item can be both an X˚ and an XP”
(Chomsky 1995: 249).

Chomsky (1986b) made S endocentric with the asymmetrical structure of (1). Its
head is Tense (T) or, better, Mood (M) (Aygen 2002), which has scope over the entire
sentence:

(2) Sentential scope of Tense/Mood (Ross 1967)

(a) *I must see you yesterday
(b) *I saw you tomorrow

Moreover, the only part of the sentence that is universally obligatory is the Mood
(or Force) element. For Chomsky (1995: 69, w. lit), the force indicator determined
the type of clause/sentence, i.e. declarative, interrogative, imperative, etc., called
mood by other linguists, e.g. Aygen (2002), for whom Mood and epistemic modality
license nominative case. Rizzi (1997) developed an elaborated CP as a place for
mood (force), topics, focus, and finiteness: ForceP–TopicP*–FocusP–TopicP*–Fin
[ite] (the asterisk * indicates that topics can iterate). Force is subdivided according to
the illocutionary force of the sentence, e.g. interrogative, declarative, exclamative
(Rizzi 2001; 2004), similar to Mood speech act, etc., of Cinque (1999). It is therefore
reasonable to think of Mood as the basic head of S, with more detailed subdivisions
made as needed.
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(3) M(ood) = head of S(entence)
M(ood)P

Spec M

M Compl (etc.)

1.2 Word structure

This section applies the endocentric structure of }1.1 (phrases) to words. The objective
is not to identify the different types of word or even define what a word is, but only to
illustrate the structural properties of words that are relevant to this monograph.1

As a morphological entity, a word consists of a string of elements that make up the
form and meaning of the whole. In un-drink-able, hyphens separate the formal
morphological units, distinguished here as follows: un- and -able are morphemes

or formatives, drink is a root which can be categorized as a verb or a noun
(Chapter 4). The term morpheme generally refers to a unit with meaning but in the
generative model can also be applied to non-meaning-bearing elements (like linking
vowels in compounds) and to roots, especially by linguists who usemorpheme as little
more than a convenient label with no theoretical significance (e.g. Halle 1973; Aronoff
1976). In some models (e.g. Carstairs-McCarthy 2005), morphemes are functional
and differ from lexemes, which are open-class items. This work will use morpheme
more generically, although it will generally imply a unity of form and meaning/
function, and lexical morphemes will be distinguished from functional.

Returning to un-drink-able, un- negates the meaning of drink-able ‘able to be
drunk’ and -able states the capacity of a passive event to be fulfilled (}4.7). The
morphological shape cannot be permuted; there is no *drink-un-able, etc. (Halle 1973).

A syntactic head can consist of more than one morphological word (as in a New
York attorney, a Mickey Mouse course), a compound (road rage is a serious problem),
a frozen phrase (jack-in-the-box), or even a sentence (a how-they-do-it book) (cf.
Sproat 1985; Di Sciullo and Williams 1987).

Morphological constructs also have a head which projects and therefore bears the
syntactic category feature and other essential features, such as countability, animacy,
concreteness, number, etc. (Miller 1993; Padrosa-Trias 2010: 83–96—both w. lit).2 The

1 Overviews of morphology and word structure: Štekauer and Lieber (2005), Aronoff and Fuderman
(2005), Lieber and Štekauer (2009), Aronoff (2011), Fábregas and Scalise (2012), Štekauer et al. (2012). On the
notion word and crosslinguistic differences, see Anderson (1985b: 150–58), Di Sciullo and Williams (1987),
Miller (1993), Bauer (2000), Baker (2003), Dixon and Aikhenvald (2003), Štekauer et al. (2012, esp. ch. 2).

2 The head is defined differently in different frameworks, but most frameworks admit headedness. For
instance, for Štekauer (2005: 225), “the onomasiological base is the head because it is this constituent that
stands for the most general class of all constituents . . . .” On this conception the head is also defined by its
content, not by its position. One of its main functions is that “the head determines the word-class and is the
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head can appear in any position (pace Williams 1981) but is generally parametrized.
In English, it is usually on the right. In a few rare word types like en-able the head
(category determiner) is en-, and in this case it is not also the morphosyntactic

locus, or place of inflections (Zwicky 1985): en-able-s, not *en-s-able. In strong verbs,
like sing, sang, the tense head in this model is identified syntactically and not by
position in the word.

In -ish nouns, -ish is the head and assigns to the noun whatever theta-role (}2.5)
like would assign: like a child ~ childlike ~ childish (neg un-childish); cf. how childish/
unchildish were they? In adjectives, -ish has a [+degree] feature that delimits the
adjectival head. Like comparatives, -ish adjectives are not (further) gradable, com-
parable, or un- negatable: *how older/greenish are they?, *so older/whitish, *very
longer/oldish, *un-later/*un-greenish (Walinska de Hackbeil 1983; 1986).

Coordinate compounds, or dvanvas (e.g. dog–cat (fight), }3.5), in which all major
constituents are concatenated heads, argue strongly against any positional definition
of head and require a way of recognizing heads independently of their position. In
morphology, as in syntax, the head is the structural constituent that projects its
category and other essential features. This will be elaborated in Chapters 3 and 4.

Paradigmatic suppletion, e.g. go/went, be/is/was, permits an analysis of these as
lexical words that differ phonologically, extending the notion of possible word
(Corbett 2007). In the model under discussion, these are analyzed as contextual
exponents of the same roots, i.e. √go, √be.

Word has also been used in the sense of a phonological unit (Greek phōnḗ ‘sound’),
defined by stress, restrictions on sound sequences, etc. For instance, I’ll and should’ve
are phonological (p-)words. They are not morphological units because (i) they are
not formed by morphology (I’ll is not I + ll, as seedy is seed + y), and (ii) contractions
like I’ll are produced by phonological welding of I will. Finally, such p-words are not
syntactic words because they do not undergo movement as a syntactic unit, as shown
in (4).

(4) (a) Dana thinks (that) who will win
(b) Dana thinks (that) who’ll win
(c) who does Dana think who will win
(d) *who’ll does Dana think who(wi)ll win (Miller 1993: 86)

The who will of (4a) appears contracted in (4b) and with movement of who in (4c),
where the crossed out who marks the position from which who moved. What is
important is that the contracted form who’ll cannot move as a single syntactic unit, as
shown by (4d).

distributional equivalent of the whole naming unit” (ibid., p. 225); cf. Selkirk (1982: 9). Scalise et al. (2009)
separate categorial, semantic, and morphological heads.
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A word can also be a listeme (coined by Di Sciullo and Williams 1987), one of the
listed units of language, but this is not the same as a word by any definition (cf. }1.10).

Throughout this work, word (as distinct from p-word, prosodic word, and other
types of word }9.2) will refer to the composite of roots and formatives (constituent
parts) that make up a real or potential syntactic head.

1.3 Inflection

Since inflection does not figure prominently in the lexicogenic processes examined in
this work, it is introduced here solely to illustrate how it gets attached to a derived
word in the model under discussion.

Inflections are the heads of functional or relational categories. More traditionally,
inflection involves the part of a word that interacts with syntax. One type of
interaction involves agreement with a syntactic subject.3 The verb be, for instance,
assumes the form am when I is the subject, is with he, she, it, or a singular noun for a
subject, etc.

In contrast to derivation, inflection is generally claimed to be obligatory (Miller
2010: vol. 2, ch. 4; cf. Corbett 2010: 147), but what does this mean? Even a default has
exceptions (Yang 2005: 273). In English, the -s plural is the default, by definition
productive (Bauer 2001: 60ff.), but lexical exceptions like oxen exist. Default implies
that, for instance, a new count noun is automatically inflected for (singular/plural)
number (quark/quark-s), and a new verb automatically takes agreement (s/he lase-s,
they lase). Counterexamples (e.g. Štekauer, to appear) are theory-internal. Tense is
not an obligatory category in Eskimo-Aleut. In a syntactic model of morphology, if a
tense feature is present in the computation, an exponent is obligatorily inserted. The
optionality is in the fact that a tense feature may not be present in the computation.

Agreement is an interface phenomenon because feature indices contrary to the
lexical index can be imposed (Bouchard 1984: 40, 70, etc.). In French, Jean est petit
‘John is small’ is the norm, but to insult John as effeminate, feminine gender is
imposed on Jean, which licenses Jean est petite̱ with the feminine index of the
adjective (Denis Bouchard, p.c.). The problem for non-syntactic theories of morph-
ology is that the grammar cannot in principle ‘know’ what extralinguistic forms of
agreement someone’s worldview will find acceptable and would automatically reject
lexically or grammatically unspecified mismatches.

One formulation of agreement is via an Agree relation.

3 On agreement generalities, see Brown et al. (2003), Baerman et al. (2005), Corbett (2009), and for
theoretical discussion, Baker (2008). The exchange between Alsina and Arsenijević (2012a; 2012b) and
Wechsler and Zlatić (2012) is grounded in a different framework and, oddly, pays no attention to Baker’s
work.
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(5) Agree (Chomsky, simplified)
Æ Agrees with � where:
(a) Æ and � have non-distinct features;
(b) Æ asymetrically c-commands �.

Agree standardly requires the probe to asymmetrically c-command the goal, but
Baker (2008) argues that it must be able to work in either direction.

Agree yields valuation of a probe’s features. Features are either interpretable
(necessary for semantic interpretation, e.g. �human) or uninterpretable, which
trigger some operation but have no semantic interpretation. In the case of standard
subject agreement (Agr), T has interpretable tense and uninterpretable/unvalued phi
(person, number) and case features (see }1.9). T probes for a goal with matching
interpretable features in its c-command domain, i.e. the phi-features of the DP in
Spec�P[caus/AG] (}4.4.1) or a phi-bearing [D-] agreement morpheme on the verbal
head. Matching creates Agree which in turn eliminates the uninterpretable features.

On the order of Agr elements (Person, Number) with respect to the Verb, the most
natural pattern seems to be Pers–V–Num, which would explain why Pers and Num
are so frequently conflated, to avoid separation of the Agr constituents. If statistics
mean anything, Pers–V–Num is by far the most frequent and should be accorded
privileged status. The second most common, V–Pers–Num, follows from suffixing
both Agr constituents to the verb in their most natural order. The third most
frequent, Pers–Num–V, amounts to the same constituents prefixed in the same
order (Miller 2010: ii. 31f.).

For nouns in highly inflected languages, Booij’s (1996) inherent inflection, e.g.
gender (a property of roots), is frequently conflated with contextual inflection,
like structural case, assigned syntactically. Also conflated is number, a semantic
property that is neither inherent nor syntactically assigned.4 In a syntactic model,
all of these originate in different places and are spelled out with a vocabulary item
that conflates them. For instance, L porca ‘pig’ is feminine and singular and nom-
inative (subject) case. In ‘I saw the (male) pig’, the form is porcum, which is
accusative (object) case but also conflates masculine gender and singular number.

In a language like West Greenlandic, semantic elements like number typically
precede case; cf. /iªºu/ ‘temporary shelter’ igloo [1856] (Schultz-Lorentzen 1945: 34):5

4 For Booij, plural inflection is inherent, as are comparative and superlative, and tense and aspect on
verbs. Person and number on verbs is contextual, as is concord on adjectives and structural case for nouns.
This is of course stipulative in that it follows from no principles. Moreover, number frequently has
derivational properties (Štekauer et al. 2012: 30–35).

5 West Greenlandic forms are in older orthography: g = voiced velar continuant /ª/, dl = lateral
fricative /º/, but distinctive /u/ is substituted for allophonic [o] in orthographic igdlo, and /i/ for [e] in
igdlum/ne.
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(6) Case and number in West Greenlandic (Eskimo-Aleut family)
sg pl

absolutive igdlu igdlu-t
locative ‘in’ igdlu-m-i igdlu-n-i
allative ‘to’ igdlu-m-ut igdlu-n-ut

No theoretical significance is ascribed to the terms inflection and derivation. This
traditional dichotomy is too simplistic even for the ancient Indo-European languages
for which it was devised (Miller 1993; 2006; 2010). For instance, affixes with category
features (noun, verb, etc.) have different properties from functional markers (aspect,
voice, tense, mood, etc.), and those differ from formatives of (syntactico-)semantic
content (causative, change of state), or purely cultural/semantic affixes (evaluatives,
evidentials, degree indicators, etc.). The fuzzy boundaries between traditional inflec-
tion and derivation, including the fact that in many languages one and the same
category can be both or neither, are illustrated in Fortin (2011) and Štekauer et al.
(2012: 19–35). The latter, rather than discard the labels, settle on ‘prototypical’
inflection or derivation with a continuum between the extremes. But ‘both’ or
‘neither’ is not a continuum, and the terminology is vacuous. All that is relevant on
a language-specific basis is the projection of the features.

In this work, the term inflection is reserved for agreement and concord, i.e. material
that is adjoined at spellout as a result of the Agree relations in the syntactic compu-
tation.Many non-inflectional affixes will count non-technically as derivational for our
purposes simply because of the lack of non-dichotomized terminology.

1.4 Deradical, denominal, and deverbal derivation

Derivation is the operation by which one form is created from another. The created
form, or derivative, differs from the original root or base form in category (noun,
verb, etc.) or category content (farm and its derivative farmer are both nouns, but
differ in meaning).

English introduced a verb (to) flan [c.1987] ‘assault with a custard pie’ (Ayto 1989:
149). The verb flan is derived from the noun flan [1846] and, as is typical, the
derivative embodies the meaning of the base. Earlier, a verb to author [1598] was
derived from the noun author [c.1300]. The derivational layers are illustrated in (7).
In (7a) derivation is effected by conversion (cf. Sproat 1985: 377), and in (7b) by
affixation (the noun) and conversion (the verb).

(7) The deverbal and denominal derivational cycle
(a) base (root) verb ! derived (deverbal) noun ! denominal verb (etc.)

shine (past shone) shine shine (past shined)
ring (past rang) ring ring (past ringed)

(b) stickV ! stickerN ! (to) stickerV
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A more recent example is: feedV ! feederN [1855] ‘transportation serving outlying
areas’! feederV [1988] ‘to convey by means of a subsidiary transport system linking
with a main transport centre’ (Ayto 1989: 146). In Newsweek (April 27, 1992) there
appeared an editorial by Robert J. Samuelson containing the phrase the rise in
lawyering, and since then the verb to lawyer has gained in frequency, as has the
phrase to lawyer up. An earlier verb lawyer [1797] meant ‘to subject to lawyer’s
review’.

The cycle in (7) is the traditional view. The different stages in (7) belong to
different historical layers. Synchronically, in the model under discussion, the base
verb shine would itself be categorized from a root √shine, and a derivation would
consist at most of two stages. For instance, in (7b) the noun sticker would be derived
from a root √stick, not a fully categorized verb, and the verb sticker would be derived
from the categorized noun sticker. The first stage is deradical derivation rather than
deverbal.

In more theory-neutral terms, lexical entries can be underspecified or neutral to
word class (Farrell 2001; cf. Štekauer et al. 2012: 214). Additional examples of differ-
ences between deradical and deverbal or denominal derivation can be found in }1.6.1.

1.5 Overt formatives

Nearly any formal device can signal derivation, and most of the following are also
found in inflection.

1.5.1 Affixation

The crosslinguistically most frequent overt formative (Štekauer et al. 2012: 212) is
the suffix (NL suffīxum, neuter of L suffīxus ‘fastened behind’: L sub ‘under; behind’
+ fīxus ‘fastened’). Suffixes constitute one of the most productive means of derivation
in English, as in foolN-ishA-nessN.

Next in frequency is the prefix (L prae ‘in front’), e.g. en- ‘put in(to)’ (Konkol
1960: 113ff.; Kastovsky 2002: 106): endanger [1477] ‘put in danger’, enlist [1665] ‘put on
a list’; tranceN ! en-tranceV [1593].

The sequence chantN ! en-chantV ! en-chantV-mentN exhibits both a prefix and
a suffix, generically referred to in all theories as affixes (L ad ‘to; at; by’).

infixation is the least frequent type of affixation crosslinguistically (Štekauer et al.
(2012: 198–203). Infixes are not productive in English morphology, where they are
residual and meaningless root alternants; cf. con-ting-ent beside con-tig-uous. In
several types of language play, however, they figure prominently, e.g. guaran-
damn-tee (}5.5).

Combined prefixation and suffixation, as in en-vigorN-ateV (no *en-vigor or *vigor-
ate), is not the same as a circumfix, which is a crosslinguistically rare type of split
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morpheme whose constituent parts possess no independent meaning (Štekauer et al.
2012: 204–12).6 In envigorate, both en- and -ate exist independently and each con-
tributes its own meaning. Similarly, in German past participles like gesprochen
‘spoken’ (sprechen ‘to speak’), both -en and ge- exist independently of one another,
e.g. Berg ‘mountain’ : Gebirge ‘mountain range’. Even in past participles ge- in the
weak verb class is accompanied by -t instead of -en, e.g. gehandelt ‘handled’ (handeln
‘to handle’).

The word’s (positive or negative) polarity can be reversed by an affix, such as dis-.
Compare en-franchise ‘endow with the rights of citizenship, especially voting’ : dis-
enfranchise ‘deprive of citizenship, especially the right to vote’. Dis- has several
different meanings: negative disallow [1377], disavow [1393]; reversative dishonor
[1393], disarm [Ch.]; ablatival dislodge [a.1450], displace [1552], etc. (cf. Kastovsky
2002: 106f.).

1.5.2 Stem change

Consonantal changes, except in a few Latinate derivations (e.g. elide : elision), are
residual and unproductive in English. Examples: excu[s]N : excu[z]V, advi[s]N :
advi[z]V, relie[f]N : relie[v]V, inten[t]N : inten[d]V, offen[s]N : offen[d]V, etc. Con-
sonant gradation is rare in English expressive language, e.g. snicker/snigger, but
more frequent crosslinguistically (}10.3.2).

1.5.3 Apophony/Ablaut

Apophony/Ablaut (vowel change) occurs in English strong verbs, e.g. sing : sang :
sung. This is an inflectional contrast, but note the derived noun song. Apophony in
both inflection and derivation has been shrinking through the history of English, but
continues to be available in synesthesia (e.g. bing, bang, bong, }10.3.2) and, less
productively, in reduplicative and conjunctive formations (e.g. mishmash, }14.4).
Crosslinguistically, apophony occurs both in expressive morphology (}}10.3, 14.4.3,
15.2) and in core morphology (Štekauer et al. 2012: 229–33).

1.5.4 Accent

Several noun–verb pairs are distinguished on the surface by the position of the
accent; e.g. súbject : subjéct; présent : presént; cónvict : convíct; prógress : progréss;
ímplement : ìmplemént (~ ímplemènt). This pattern started with a few examples and
expanded to over a hundred. The earliest examples are cónflictN [1440] / conflíctV
[1432], cónductN [1290] / condúctV [1400], ábstractN [1387] / abstráctV [1542] (Miller

6 At least one of their examples should be incorrect by their own criteria: Sp. en-jaul-ar [in-cage-inf] ‘to
encage’ (p. 210) should not contain a circumfix because en- is ‘in’ and -ar is the standard infinitival suffix for
the -a- verb class. Both exist independently and each contributes separately to the construct.
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2010: 1.218, w. lit). By way of analysis, of course, the accentual distinction is a
secondary reflex of conversion (cf. SPE 77–84; Kiparsky 1982a: 13; Štekauer 1996:
55–95; Štekauer et al. 2012: 225–9; Bermúdez-Otero 2012: }4.2).

1.6 Conversion

Conversion is the usual term for change of category (N, V, etc.) without a phonolo-
gically overt formative.7 It is accomplished in many different ways in different
frameworks (see Martsa 2012), some with a bidirectional lexical rule (e.g.
Haspelmath 2002), others with a zero affix (Marchand 1960: 293–308; 1963; 1964;
Kastovsky 1969; 2005), still others by functional or semantic shift, and recently by
movement into an empty category. The confusion is not just terminological. For
some it is not derivational, and different things are subsumed. Constructions like the
poor are variously treated. Since they have no plural inflection (*the poors), they do
not behave like nouns. In line with one traditional account of these as ‘elliptical’ (e.g.
Kastovsky 2005a: 35; Balteiro 2007a: 41ff.), they are analyzed here as a noun phrase
with empty (e) head, viz. [DP . . . the [AP . . . good [NP . . . e ]]].

This section introduces the terminology as it will be used in this work. For
expositional simplicity, only denominal derivation is treated here. Conversion to
an adjective is discussed in Chapter 4.

Older examples include the denominal verbs (to) belt [a.1325], ransom [c.1350],
mirror [?1410], mother [a.1425], marshal [c.1450] (modern sense [1464]), garden
[1577], pocket [1588], lecture [a.1592], fuel [a.1593], parrot [1596], channel [1598], gossip
[1611], champion [a.1616], bottle [1622], position [1647], deluge [1649], parody [1733],
background [1768], impact [1935] ([1601] ‘pack in’), decision [a.1945], input [1946]
‘feed in data’ ([a.1382 Wyclif] ‘impose’), flatline [1975], etc. (cf. Konkol 1960).

Prevailing accounts, as mentioned above, differ markedly from one another. Part
of the problem is theory-internal and another part is that there are different kinds of
conversion. One is deradical/denominal, like parrot ! (to) parrot, as in this section.
Another is more complicated, involving conversion of a categorized verb (originating
as a root) to a noun (}}3.2, 4.4). Since a syntactic account is unavoidable in those
instances, by extrapolation the same kind of unified account is assumed here.8

7 For discussion, see Konkol (1960: 90ff.), Marchand (1963; 1964), Kastovsky (1969), Pennanen (1971),
Karius (1985), Štekauer (1996), Kiparsky (1997), Tyler (1999), Don et al. (2000), Farrell (2001), Hale and
Keyser (1993b; 1997; 1998; 1999a; 2002), Plag (2003: 107–16), Arad (2003), Bauer and Valera (2005), Don
(2004; 2005a; 2005b), Lieber (2004: 89–95; 2005: 418–22), Harley (2005), Levinson (2007), Balteiro (2007a;
2007b), García Velasco (2009), and Martsa (2012), with a complete overview of the literature excluding the
most recent generative work. Smith (2005) is a detailed study of noun–adjective conversion. Semantic
accounts, like that of Balteiro or Martsa, can handle the type parrotN > parrotV, but not the more difficult
types in chapter 4, where conversion is part of a complex derivation.

8 Especially useless for the more complicated cases are accounts like that of Balteiro, for whom
conversion is “a conceptual syntactic-semantic process, consisting in the use of an already existing lexical
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Terminology should reflect analysis. If a unified account of the diverse types can be
accomplished, nothing precludes application of the term conversion to all of them.
I will use conversion to mean movement into an empty head (}}3.2, 4.4). This kind of
syntactic model accounts for the semantics by formalizing a representation such as
that of Rappaport Hovav and Levin (1998), e.g. for a location verb: [x cause [become
[y <place>]]]. Even if the relationships among these can be accounted for by
polysemy (Martsa 2012), the specific forms must still be derived, especially in more
complex cases.

In their seminal study of zero verbs, Clark and Clark (1979) classified over 1,300
verbs into five main categories, based on the thematic role of the base noun:

(8) Zero verbs (Clark and Clark)
(a) location: bottle the wine 160

(b) locatum:9 saddle the horse 336

(c) instrument: hammer the nail 313

(d) goal: coil the rope 112

(e) agent: umpire the game 85

The semantic relations of the core zero verb types in English are outlined in (9).

(9) (a) actor [be an actor; do what an actor does; perform X]: umpire (the game)
‘perform the task of an umpire’; cf. marshal, parrot, mother, etc.

(b) goal [turn X into noun]: cripple ‘cause to become a cripple’; coil (the rope)
‘put the rope into a coil’

(c) instrument [utilize X to affect object]: hammer ‘hit with a hammer’; cf.
ransom, glue, etc.

(d) location [put object in X]: bottle ‘put in a bottle’; cf. bag, corral, garage,
pocket, position, etc.

(e) locatum [put X in/on object]: saddle ‘provide (a horse) with a saddle’; cf.
fuel, cork, belt, channel, paint, water, seed, blindfold, etc.

(f) privative [remove X from object]: skin ‘deprive of skin’ (cf. Plag 1999:
219ff.; Tyler 1999)

item . . . in a different syntactic context, which leads to a change of category or word-class” (Balteiro 2007a:
65). However, Balteiro’s view of directionality is on the right track: “whenever conversion is assumed, a
directional relation between a base word and the output of the process is also necessarily assumed since, as
the word conversion itself indicates, there is a turn/change/transformation or reorganisation of something
into something else which also (and inevitably) implies a direction” (2007b: 84). As will be argued in
chapter 4, directionality is a product of head movement and attraction by an appropriate category feature.

9 Locatum requires explanation. It is sometimes also called ornative (e.g. Plag 2003: 112) ‘provide with x’,
e.g. staff. The best paraphrase of saddle is ‘provide/fit (a horse) with a saddle’ (Hale and Keyser 1999a: 460;
Harley 2005), but a have-on interpretation, viz. ‘the horse has a saddle on’, has also been suggested
(Kiparsky 1997: 484f.). A variant of this is the put on interpretation (Fábregas and Scalise 2012: 93).
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Causative, resultative, inchoative, etc., are sometimes included (e.g. Martsa 2012: 88,
w. lit), but these are treated here as semantic primitives underlying all of the types,
e.g. bottle is underlyingly ‘cause to get-to-be in a bottle’ (cf. above).

Some derivatives allow more than one interpretation, e.g. stone ‘pelt with stones’
and ‘remove stones from’ (fruit); dust ‘remove dust from’ and ‘cover with powder’;
glue and cork can be instrument or locatum verbs. Kiparsky (1997) observes that
when the item is a plausible location or locatum, both readings are generally possible.
The polysemy of agents, instruments, etc. (}8.3) accounts for the semantic overlap
(Martsa 2012: 149–68).

The account of denominal verbs by Tyler (1999) is unique and will be followed
here. By means of a slightly different grouping, she reduces four of the main classes
to two:

(10) Core denominal verb types (Tyler 1999: 119)10

(a) Goal verbs: Base NounGOAL, Affected ArgumentTHEME

(1) location: bottleGOAL the wineTHEME

(2) goal: coilGOAL the ropeTHEME

(b) Theme verbs: Base NounTHEME, Affected ArgumentGOAL
(1) locatum: saddleTHEME the horseGOAL
(2) instrument: hammerTHEME the nailGOAL

These two classes, Tyler observes, represent over 90% of the transitive zero verbs in
Clark and Clark (1979). On all other accounts, location and locatum verbs pattern
together as opposed to instrument verbs, and goal verbs are seldom mentioned.
However, as in Hale and Keyser (2002: 161, 185ff.), the instrumental preposition with
is associated with a theme role (}}2.4, 2.5.1).

Kiparsky (1997:486) maintains that pseudo-denominal verbs are lexically related
derivations from the same root and contrast with true denominals whose underlying
nominal meaning is quite specific (e.g. pocket, oil, bottle). True denominals, like
(11a), do not admit non-cognate PP copies. Contrast the alleged pseudo-denominal
in (11b).

(11) (a) #she taped the picture on the wall with pushpins
(b) he hammered the desk with his shoe (Kiparsky 1997: 488f.)

Arad (2003) structurally distinguishes denominal (11a) from deradical (11b) (cf. Don
2005a; 2005b; Levinson 2007: 103–7). However, according to the OED, the noun tape
has almost no figurative meanings (the main exception is a (British?) military term)
but refers to a narrow strip or ribbon of some material. By contrast, since the noun

10 Goal is defined as the target of movement/motion or change. Theme is the object undergoing
motion/change in the expression of an event.
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hammer has some ten different figurative meanings involving items of distinct
shapes, underspecification accounts better for the facts: hammer does not require
the use of a hammer but implies only ‘to pound something with a hammering
motion’ (Tyler 1999: 156). Taking hammer as underspecified for shape is consistent
with its PP copies. Tape, by sharp contrast, is not underspecified for shape, which
explains why its copies must involve something tapelike. Indeed, Tyler points out
that most of Kiparsky’s ‘true denominals’ involve nouns that evoke a very specific
mental schema, e.g. snowplow, bicycle, charcoal, chain. I conclude that all zero-
derived verbs are the same, differing only in the (under)specification of the shape
of the underlying object, and are derived by syntactic head movement like all other
examples of conversion (Ch. 4).

1.6.1 Conversion in (poly)synthetic languages

The term zero-derivation must not be taken too literally. From English noun/verb
pairs, one can get the misleading idea that ‘zero’ implies the complete absence of any
affix. Crosslinguistically, however, conversion entails only the absence of a deriv-
ational marker in the technical sense. In most languages, either the noun or the verb
or both require separate formatives to render them employable in syntax. Many such
examples can be found in Štekauer et al. (2012: 213–24); cf. Martsa (2012: 69–78).
Consider the examples in (12) from West Greenlandic (data from Schultz-Lorentzen
1927).11

(12) Zero verbs in West Greenlandic (Eskimo-Aleut family)
(a) ulik ‘cover’ : ulig-pa-a ‘covers it’
(b) uqaq ‘tongue’ : uqar-pu-q [uses the tongue] ‘speaks’
(c) qalak ‘bubble’ : qalag-pu-q ‘bubbles, boils’
(d) qapuk ‘foam’ : qapug-pu-q ‘foams’
(e) igdlaq ‘laughter’ : igdlar-pu-q ‘laughs’

The verbs in (12) qualify as zero derivatives because all that is present is a mood
marker (indicative intransitive -pu-/transitive -pa-) and a person suffix (-q 3sg subject,
-a-a 3sg subject/3sg object). Any mood marker can be present, e.g. interrogative -vi-,
conditional -gu-, etc. Without one of these, no verb can appear in syntax. The crucial
fact about the forms in (12) is absence of any derivational affix that is not already on the
categorized or derived noun (qa-lak, qa-puk), which makes the verbs true denominals,
not deradicals. Beyond the syntactic wellformedness affixes, the verbs ulig-paa and
qapug-puq contain nothing more than the noun bases ulik, qa-puk.

11 West Greenlandic data are cited in (older) orthography: q = voiceless uvular stop, r = voiced uvular
continuant /ʁ/, g = voiced velar continuant /ª/; dl = lateral fricative [º]. Phonemic /u/ is substituted for
allophonic [o] before /q/ (orthographic oqaq, -poq).
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1.7 Backformation

This section begins with the premise that backformation is meaningful only histor-
ically (Marchand 1960; Štekauer et al. 2012: 234ff.). Synchronically, a previously
nonexisting verb, for instance, is lexically stipulated to underlie a nominal that
intrinsically contains it. A putative base is thus assumed by a speaker to exist in
order to underlie a derived form. Historically, then, a backformation is an ad hoc
creation that ensures the correct application of a derivation (Miller 2010: 1.101). Since
children do not know if a given form is backformed or not (cf. McIntyre 2009), that
form must be synchronically available as input to a given derivation.

Heuristically (not derivationally), the process is often accomplished by de-affix-
ation. Thus, donate [1845] was backformed from donation [c.1425] to serve as a
putative base from which the latter could be derived. Backformation is clearest
when a form is created to underlie a borrowing. For instance, Old French begar(d)
entered English as beggar, and already in Early Middle English a verb beg [a.1225] was
created to underlie it. German Schwindler entered English as swindler [1774], and a
verb swindle [1782] was backformed. For other examples, see Pennanen (1966; 1975),
Shimamura (1983), Plag (1999: 206–13), Miller (1993: 110–15; 2006: 6f.), and especially
Biłynsky (2013).

The usual way to recognize a backformation is by the first-attestation dates of
related forms. Since existing forms can accidentally remain unattested in written
records, this is not infallible, but the longer the intervening time, the more secure is
the probability of backformation. Peddle [1650], edit [1791], and sculpt [1864] are
backformations. The forms peddl-er [1307], edit-or [1649] (< L ēditor), sculpt-or [1634]
are readily analyzed as agentives in -e/or, which are derived from verbs, cf. act-or,
sing-er. Since the nouns editor (etc.) originally had no verb base in English, one was
created to underlie the agent noun. More simply, if an act-or acts, an edit-or edits,
and a new verb is born. Recent formations in this class are the technical lase (off)
[1962] ‘cut (off) with a laser’, backformed from laser [1960], the popular auth (from
author), and voy (from voyeur), the last in the Urban Dictionary.12

Backformation in English is rare before 1500, but early examples include backbite
[a.1300] from gerundial backbiting [c.1175], or blaspheme [1340] from blasphemy
[a.1225]. More recent examples: atone [1555] from atonement [1513], grovel [1605]
(groveling [c.1400]), star-gaze [1639] (star-gazer [1560]), scavenge [a.1644] (scavenger
[1530]), effervesce [1747] (effervescence [1651]), resurrect [1773] (resurrection [c.1290]),
enthuse [1827] (enthusiasm [1603]), televise [1927] (television [1907]).

Some of the models for backformations were themselves backformations. Given
L cre-ā-re ‘to create’ : cre-ā-tiō ‘creation’, create was backformed (Chaucer’s creat is

12 http://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=voy
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only a past participle). L ping-e-re ‘to paint’ should have given *pinge in English, not
paint, which was backformed from painter (< pi(n)ct-or). From or-i- ‘arise’ : or-i-ent-
‘rising; east; orient’ came an English noun orient which, by conversion, yielded a
verb (to) orient ‘locate to face east’, then ‘locate to face any point on the compass’.
From that was derived a noun orientation ‘act of orienting’, whence backformed
orientate [1848]. Many English verbs in -ate were backformed from nouns in -ator,
-ation (LSDE 7, 253ff.).

Backformed nouns can underlie an adjective, e.g. greed [1609] from greedy [OE],
haze [1706] from hazy [1625]. More recent are sleaze [1967] (cf. sleazy [1644]; modern
sense [1941]), glitz [1977] (cf. glitzy [1966]), ditz [1984] (cf. ditzy [1976]).

An example of inflectional backformation is the reanalysis of pease [OE] as plural
(peas), resulting in the creation of a new singular pea [1666] (Miller 2012: 73, w. lit).
Many other examples can be found in Koziol (1972: 316).

1.8 Productivity

“Productivity is all about potential. A process is productive if it has the potential to
lead to new coinages, or to the extent to which it does lead to new coinages” (Bauer
2001: 41). Not all potential words are equally probable, of course. Several factors may
keep a potential construct from occurring (Bauer 2001: 42f., 143; 2005: 328–32). For
instance, there may simply be no use for a word, e.g. twenty-five-some. Therefore,
profitability (pragmatic utility) is a relevant consideration distinct from avail-

ability.13 The latter is determined by the language system; the former, extralinguis-
tic (Bauer 2001: 211). It is argued below that the latter is also a product of individual
grammars.

Productivity has been typically measured by the number of high- and low-fre-
quency words. For instance, Plag (2003: 55ff.) cites a corpus of -able derivatives
ranging from hapaxes (attested once), like abusable, accruable, to acceptable (3,416
times). A higher number of hapaxes attests to the availability of the formation, hence
greater productivity, while a large number of high-frequency items indicates lower
productivity. The main formulas proposed to measure productivity are discussed by
Bauer (2005). The fallacy is that statistics do not constitute an independently
motivated theory of morphological computation. An algorithmic model has been
developed by Yang (2005), who finds that for a rule to be productive, it must apply to
the majority of words to which it can apply. In brief, gaps arise when productivity
fails (Halle 1973), and productivity fails when the exceptions are too numerous (Yang
2005; Yang et al. 2013).

13 These terms were first introduced by Corbin (1987) as rentabilité ‘profitability’ and disponibilité
‘availability’. The English translations are due to Carstairs-McCarthy (1992); cf. Bauer (2005: 324).
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On most accounts, productivity is reduced to one of the two kinds of frequency:

(i) Type frequency involves the number of constructs of a given formation, each
counted one time, e.g. agentives in -tor (administrator, tutor, etc.).

(ii) Token frequency involves the number of occurrences of a particular construct.
The three occurrences of frequency in this paragraph count as one construct,
not three.

The reason productivity cannot be reduced to frequency is illustrated neatly by Bauer
(2001: 48). On the one hand, a- can productively form new words (aglaze, aclutter,
etc.) even if the total number is small. On the other hand, English has over 700 -ment
derivatives, but it is not productive. “Type frequency is the result of past productivity
rather than an indication of present productivity” (Bauer, p. 48f.); cf. Cowie and
Dalton-Puffer (2002: 416ff.), who emphasize that the boundary between synchrony
(the contemporary language) and diachrony (history of the language) is often blurred
or difficult to determine. Nevertheless, as emphasized by Corbett (2010: 145), “syn-
chronic derivability is a key part of productivity”.

Given that dictionaries often include only established words and ignore neolo-
gisms and rare words, and that absolute dates of coinages can rarely be established,
Bauer (2001: 157ff., 205) concludes that a less ambiguous criterion is availability:
A morphological process is available if it can be used to produce new words on a
given base at a given time by virtually anyone in a given speech community (Bauer
2001: 205). This allows for purely stylistic creativity (Cowie 2000), but is incomplete
to the extent that many other factors determine availability to an individual. For
example, Körtvélyessy (2009) discusses the sociolinguistic variables of gender, age,
education, occupation, and language background.

Availability itself can be relative. Štekauer (2005) distinguishes four different levels
at which productivity can be determined: (i) Onomasiological Types, (ii) Word
Formation Types, (iii)Morphological Types, (iv)Word Formation Rules. In principle,
a new form should be maximally motivated by all of these factors together. Other
frameworks also examine productivity on different levels, including extralinguistic.
For instance, if a category is not very stable, like the dual in Ancient Greek, the
productivity of any formal markers (exponents) must be considered relative to that.

In the model of Yang (2005), productivity is a function of rules that are “predictable”
and “generalizable”. A non-default rule can be productive. Essentially, then, product-
ivity is categorial (cf. Yang et al. 2013). More traditionally, productivity was defined
with reference to a domain of application (Aronoff 1976; Anderson 1985a: 19f.; Miller
1993; Plag 1999). “A pattern of word formation can never apply to just any word of
a language, but only to some subset of words. This subset of possible bases is called
the pattern’s domain” (Rainer 2005a: 335). Domain includes potential form classes as
well as the constraints discussed in Chapter 2, without which productivity cannot be
evaluated. For the former, Latin had many transfers to the recent thematic neuter,
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e.g. caelus ! caelum ‘sky’ (Rovai 2012). As to constraints, one cannot argue, for
instance, that -ish is not productive because of the absence of *fishish (}2.2.1), or that
-ize is not productive because there is no *politize (}2.2.2).

Locale is another factor in frequency increases, leading to or denying the prod-
uctivity that can lead to institutionalization (}1.10), given that different regions deal
with different issues (cf. Fischer 1998: 174, 181). Institutionalization may or may not
affect productivity, but an increase in productivity can positively effect institution-
alization (Fischer 1998: 180).

Traditional studies of productivity used dictionaries and corpora. The limitations
of these sources are discussed by Schröder and Mühleisen (2010), who get entirely
different results with online elicitation tests, which measure coinage potential and
wellformedness judgments. In one test, 189 informants produced 425 new verbs with
the prefix over- and 502 with under-, with no preference for native bases (overspit),
Latinate (overacquire), converted bases (underbrown), etc. In another experiment,
1,000 not-previously-recorded -ee words were tested, of which 748 turned out to have
been used by the respondents. These new handles on productivity yield different
results from the traditional methods.

A given affix or category may be more productive in some registers than others,
showing that productivity can be contingent on social context, genre, and stylistic
factors, as emphasized by Baayen (2006: 20). Different kinds of texts in Middle
English, for instance, exhibit differences in affix productivity:

Derivatives with -cion [-tion] are consistently the most frequent in each genre, though medical
texts and letters use them far more than the end-rhymed poetry selected for the corpus.
Medical texts led in uses of -cion in part because of the sheer variety of medical procedures
described. Lexemes with -age have minimal use in medical texts, but they are much more
frequent in poetry, which tends to discuss a wider range of thematic issues (marriage, dotage,
servage, pilgrimage, etc.). The suffix -ity has similar frequencies in poetry and letters, but like
-ness, it is used far more frequently in medical texts than in letters or poetry. These higher
frequencies appear because medical writers relied often on particular deadjectival nominaliza-
tions to represent descriptive states that can be observed within the human body (e.g.,
whiteness, carnosity). Thus, the particular semantic needs of writers and audiences in different
genres affect the distributions of borrowed derivatives within vernacular texts. This point is not
surprising in and of itself, but previous scholarship has not made clear how particular genres
affect the use of particular suffixes in M[iddle]E[nglish]. (Palmer 2009: 330)

In other words, evaluating productivity historically is not a simple question of
counting types or tokens: genre and other factors must be considered.

In one experiment by Körtvélyessy (2009), respondents were asked to select a word
for a person who produces yogurts, choosing from yogurter, yogurtist, yogurtnik,
yogurtman, yogurt producer, etc. (14 choices), or make up a word of their own. Sex
played no role but age and desire for originality did. In particular, the types chosen by
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18–24-year-olds were not productive in other age groups. Respondents with higher
levels of education preferred a more transparent structure of their coinages. Hardly
surprisingly, students were the most creative. Language background also played a
role. Many examples of playful language, including bilingual puns, among second
language learners have been reported (e.g. Kramsch 2009; Bell 2012).

Bauer (2001: 57f.; 2005: 330) denies that idiosyncratic formations are an indication
of productivity, which contradicts the fact that a formation can remain available for a
small number of individuals. Bauer excludes as indicators of productivity poetic and
highly literary creations, words in newspaper (and other) headlines, playful forma-
tions that ignore the meaning of a morpheme, constructs limited to a single individ-
ual, new technical terms, and a single new word with a given morpheme. Again, for
the purposes of the present monograph, where productivity can be evaluated for
individuals, there is no reason to exclude poetic art, clever advertisers, and idiosyn-
cratic constructs. This is one of the crucial differences between our conception of
lexicogenesis and standard accounts of word formation.

The sociolinguistic variables above prove that individuals play a crucial role in
productivity which must therefore be defined with reference to Chomsky’s (1986a)
I(nternalized)-language (individual grammars) or E(xternal)-language (a language in
the broad sense, like “English”).14

Bauer’s anti-productivity examples involve single occurrences, for which there
is no question of productivity in the E-language, but they are at least suggestive of
I-language productivity. What is crucial is the interaction between I-language(s) and
the E-language. In a discussion of the origin and spread of the English suffix -en
(whiten, darken, etc.), Miller (2010: 2.119) concludes:

-en is past its period of productivity from the E-language point of view. The nineteenth-century
examples and occasional modern coinages indicate that -en affixation remains available (able
to be used at any time . . . ), but only for some speakers, for novel I-language creations. Most
striking is how few of the recent constructs make it to standard E-language usage. This suggests
that productivity, which is all about potential . . . , can be relevant to only a small number of
individual grammars (I-language).

This succinctly captures differences between diachronic, synchronic, and idiosyn-
cratic productivity. Many speakers, myself included, have difficulty accepting novel
-en constructs (e.g. braven, coarsen, crispen, embiggen, harshen, neaten, smarten,
steepen, tarten, tauten) for the simple reason that the suffix has ceased to be
available for those individuals for whom the institutionalized types are lexically
calcified. This does not mean, of course, that native speakers cannot process these

14 E-language is a difficult concept. As in Miller (2010), it will be understood here as a collectivity of
I-language utterances within one or more speech communities of varying size (to be identified in each case)
and circumscribed in time. This formulation is advantageous in historical perspective where only attest-
ations and no grammaticality judgments are available.
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forms. Because the derivation of similar forms is well known to every native
speaker, novel -en formations are readily understood even by those of us who
would never use them.

I-language brings in the aspect of individual background and creativity. A typical
view is that there is no contradiction between productivity and creativity: “product-
ivity is a matter of time. Creative patterns may develop into productive ones” (Fischer
1998: 1). This defines productivity in terms of the E-language and creativity in terms
of I-language. Indeed, creativity—the ability to break formulaicity and re-form
patterns (Carter 2004; Bell 2012)—is individual-specific, but productivity is also
relevant on an individual basis. What must ultimately be investigated is (i) the extent
to which I-language productivity can spread to other individuals and eventually lead
to E-language productivity, and (ii) the means by which E-language productivity is
ignored by some individuals and as a consequence diminishes. These issues will not
be examined in this work.

1.9 Features and feature change

In recent years there has been a shift from syntactic parameters to lexical features
which determine the parameters and their values. It was unclear how the species-
specific rules, constraints, principles, parameters, etc., which had been attributed to
UG (Universal Grammar), could have evolved (Chomsky 2007). Chomsky (2005)
proposes special design features of language that include genetic endowment (a
universal inventory of formal features), experience, and principles not specific to
the faculty of language. Under this conception, the variety of attested I-languages
must be accounted for without UG or traditional parameters (Chomsky 2007: 4).
Rather, innate lexical features have been proposed. Some of these features appear to
go back to Homo erectus (van Gelderen 2012, w. lit).15

The lexicon contains feature information that is relevant to phonology, syntax, and
semantics (Chomsky 1995: 230ff., 270–79). Formal features can be intrinsic (e.g. gender) or
optional (case, number). More importantly, formal features divide into interpretable

features—those necessary for semantic interpretation (e.g. �human)—and uninter-

pretable features, which are valued and trigger some operation but have no semantic
interpretation and are deleted in the phonological component.

Uninterpretable features include (structural) case and phi features such as person
and number, which are copies of information already present in the syntactic
computation and therefore require no semantic interpretation (Chomsky 2001; cf.
2004: 106ff.; 2005: 17ff.; 2007). Phonological features are accessed in the phonological
component.

15 Thanks to Elly van Gelderen for discussion of this section. For further details see van Gelderen (2012).
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To illustrate loss of semantic features, consider the change of will, which in Old
English had the features [volition, expectation, future] and today for most speakers
has only [future] (van Gelderen, e.g. 2012). Van Gelderen (2011) posits a series of
feature changes: semantic > interpretable > uninterpretable, parallel to Argument/
Adjunct > Spec > Head. One of her examples is the agreement cycle: demonstrative/
noun > emphatic subject > pronoun > agreement (Agr).

The last two stages can be exemplified by the Mongolian languages Khalkha and
Buryat (cf. Miller 2010: 1.202ff., w. lit):

(13) Subject (> clitic) > agreement (Mongolian)
(a) Khalkha

med – ne bi
know-pres I
‘I know’

(b) Buryat
(bi) jaba-na-b
(I) go-pres-1sg
‘I am going’

The clitic pronoun in (13a) becomes the agreement marker in (13b). The emphatic
pronoun remains optional/emphatic in (13b).

The feature changes in the complete cycle would be as follows: the noun has
semantic features and an interpretable phi (person, number) feature. The change to
an emphatic subject involves a renewal (even if the form remains the same) which
contributes new (optional) semantic features (Elly van Gelderen, p.c.). In the change
to a pronoun, an uninterpretable phi feature is acquired. In the final change to an
agreement marker, the interpretable phi feature is reanalyzed as uninterpretable.

Just as children first acquire all features as (semantic or) interpretable and later
(re)analyze some of them as uninterpretable (Radford 2000), so in language change
semantic features are reanalyzed as interpretable and then as uninterpretable (van
Gelderen 2011; 2012). One of van Gelderen’s examples (2011: 7) is I have a garden, in
which have has semantic features that are lost in I have seen the garden, where have is
a probe for a lexical verb and as such has uninterpretable features.

Functional categories are not part of ordinary lexicogenesis. All the creativity in
the world does not permit a speaker to invent a new article (determiner), comple-
mentizer, aspect marker, or preposition. The major exception seems to be that degree
words are subject to constant renewal (}8.1), but these also have lexical meaning.
Functional elements, as noted above, evolve by reanalysis and are not invented in
language play—unless an entire language is being invented. In the realm of aspect,
even such regionalisms as fixing to [1854] evolve by reanalysis from fix in the sense of
‘decide, determine’ [1788]. In practical terms, then, lexicogenesis is limited to lexical
(non-functional) categories, and those have semantic features.
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In the renewal of degree words, the first stage involves loss of semantic features.
Consider dead right and filthy rich.16 The “meaning” of the degree qualifiers is ‘(high)
degree’; dead has lost its core semantic features of ‘not alive’, and filthy has lost
semantic features pertaining to ‘dirt’, although the element of disdain remains
present, and it is likely the lexical meaning that permits lexicogenic creation. To
act as probe for an adjective, these degree words have acquired an uninterpretable
degree feature.

Since lexical items are created with a meaning in mind, neologisms are necessarily
equipped with appropriate semantic features. As to other features, if a noun, for
instance, is created, it will bear such interpretable features as [�human] and unin-
terpretable phi features (person, number) for agreement (}1.3).

In summary, all morphological operations are determined by features. Functional
markers (aspect, voice, tense, mood, etc.) have uninterpretable features to probe for
the lexical items in their domain. Cause and Change of State project as verbalizers
(}4.3f.) which, like Tense, have interpretable tense and aspect features but uninter-
pretable phi features (van Gelderen 2011: 10). Cultural/semantic affixes (evaluatives,
evidentials, degree indicators, etc.) have features to project a head in syntax. And
so on.

1.10 Lexicalization

For lexicographers, the lexicon includes all known words, but this is irrelevant to
individuals, whose lexicon is far smaller and simultaneously much larger in terms of
idiosyncratic words and uses, and continues to change through adulthood (Aitchison
2003). Among theoretical linguists there is no agreement on what the lexicon is or does.
Lexicalization is equally enigmatic.Whether a derived word is registered in the lexicon
or not is entirely theory-dependent and differs from one formal theory to another.

Lexicalization must also be considered in the context of the related issues of
arbitrariness (which entails automatic lexical registration), conventionalization, and
institutionalization, which are discussed in more detail in Chapter 5. Our focus in this
section is on the generative framework and what little empirical evidence there is for
the content of the lexicon.

Everyone acknowledges that basic words like cat must be registered in the lexicon
for the simple reason that they are arbitrary (de Saussure 1916). The question is to
what extent motivated words are also listed in the lexicon. Motivated can include
anything from onomatopoeic, like cuckoo (which however remains arbitrary: }10.2),
to morphologically complex words with compositional meaning, like foolishnessless-
ness (}2.7).

16 As an extreme example, ‘shit’ means ‘good’ in many Germanic languages (Hamans 2013: 309).
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On some accounts, frequency plays a major role. One standard doctrine is stated
by Plag (2003: 53f.): “high-frequency words (e.g. acceptable) are more likely to be
stored as whole words in the mental lexicon than are low-frequency words (e.g.
actualizable).” Stated otherwise, a word like actualizable is readily composable/
interpretable and therefore does not need to be stored. But does this entail that it
not be stored? The storage hypothesis is extrapolated from psycholinguistic experi-
ments which show that (i) the more frequently a lexical item is used the more quickly
it is recognized (Whitney 1998, w. lit); (ii) unusual language takes longer to process
(e.g. Millar 2011), suggesting storage of formulaic language (Conklin and Schmitt
2012); and (iii) high-frequency words are more easily activated, hence the assumption
that they must be stored. However, it is also a fact that exceptions are processed more
quickly than regular forms (Yang 2005; Yang et al. 2013).

The most easily activated words and phrases may be holistically stored for rapid
retrieval, perhaps by means of a new neurological access pathway that bypasses the
original componential route (Wray 2002; 2008; 2012: 234, w. lit). Whatever the means,
there are differences between the processing of formulaic and non-formulaic lan-
guage, even if there is no unique definition of formulaic language (Wray 2012, w. lit).
Wray also mentions processing differences between unanalyzable strings (hocus
pocus, by and large, etc.), transparent lexical bundles (have a nice day), metaphorical
collocations (spill the beans), and so on. Crucially, frequency cannot be the only
factor, since infrequent idioms and frequent lexical bundles have an equivalent
processing advantage and, as noted above, irregular forms (‘exceptions’) are pro-
cessed faster than regular forms. It turns out that salience is more important than
frequency for both words and phrases. Wray (2012: 242ff.) discusses recent experi-
ments which show that low-frequency words with a greater salience (those that
attract more attention) are more easily recalled than high-frequency words. The
flipside is that function words of even the highest frequency can be very low in
salience.

It must be emphasized that lexical storage of whole words is not incompatible with
morphological processing (Pinker and Prince 1988) or morphological derivation
(Halle 1973; Yang 2005; Yang et al. 2013). Even though established words may have
idiosyncrasies in meaning, speakers still recognize their structure—even if they
regard e.g. settlement “as ‘more affixed’ than government” (Hay and Baayen 2005:
343)—and this must be captured, along with the relationship between the formal
mechanisms that create new words and the analysis of existing words (Aronoff 1976;
Anshen and Aronoff 1988; Selkirk 1982: 11f.; Yang 2005; Yang et al. 2013, etc.). It is
generally assumed, then, that new/possible words are created by the same principles
and rules that govern the form (constituency and constituent order) of existing
words. Aronoff (1983) reports on experiments showing that the more productive
the morphology, the less likely speakers are to be able to distinguish actual (by
assumption listed) from potential words. He concludes that actual/potential is not
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a useful criterion. See, however, }1.8 for the importance of potential word formation
as an ingredient of productivity.

Many discussions assume that lexicalization is

a gradual, historical process, involving phonological and semantic changes and the loss of
motivation. These changes may be combined in a single word . . . . The process of lexicalization
in general, as well as its result, namely the irregularity of the lexicon, can only be explained
historically. (Lipka 2002: 113)

One problem with that statement is that historical changes do not occur in a vacuum.
“Since they occur in real time in some synchronic system, they necessarily interact
with and are constrained in the same manner as other properties in the same
grammar” (Miller 2010: 1.36). A second problem is that not everyone agrees that
the lexicon is the repository of the irregular. It is true that any form or phrase that
does not conform to rules of form or interpretation must be memorized by the native
speaker and therefore listed in the lexicon (in all theories). For Di Sciullo and
Williams (1987: 14ff.) the lexicon is indeed about the lawless, and listedness is claimed
to be irrelevant to word formation because some syntactic objects must also be listed,
along with many derived words and a number of compounds.

Aronoff (1988: 787) reiterates his view that lexical listing is necessary to capture
blocking, e.g. of stealer by thief, and account for the inheritance by derivatives of
idiosyncrasies in form and meaning. However, blocking itself may be nothing more
than an optimality consideration regarding synonyms, given that stealer is becoming
very popular (}2.1). In this instance, however, since thief is an arbitrary lexical item it
must be registered in the lexicon regardless of whether it blocks stealer or not. The
blocking argument would be compelling only if there are examples in the other
direction, where a derived formation blocks an underived one. The obscure cooper is
usually replaced by barrel-maker in American English, but this is not blocking so
much as a compositional alternative for a little-used word. More common historic-
ally is a semantic split between a transparent form like goodest and the less trans-
parent best (}8.1). This relates to compositionality rather than lexicalization per se.

As emphasized by Hohenhaus (2005: 357), conjectures about the lexicon range
from maximally rich (including all existing words) to the minimal lexicon in which
only the idiosyncratic/unpredictable is listed. The latter has been generally assumed
as an economy measure in the generative framework (Aronoff 1976; Kiparsky 1982a;
1982b; etc.), but (i) there is no unequivocal evidence for any of these positions, and (ii)
it remains nothing more than an assumption that economy is relevant to natural
languages or should play a role in evaluating grammars.

Hohenhaus (2005) discusses lexicalization in the context of institutionalization.
Institutionalized words are those which belong to the norm of the community and
are generally known to most members of that community (cf. Fischer 1998: 172;
Hohenhaus 2005). He concludes that
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the lexicon has to be more than a simple list of ‘words’. Rote-learning, memorized building
blocks of various sizes and associations between them, form a large and integral part of ‘lexical
knowledge’ alongside (competence-)knowledge of morphemes plus the productive morpho-
logical rule-system for on-line (de-)composition of complex words. In short, lexicalization/
listing is of great relevance even beyond word-formation! (Hohenhaus 2005: 371)

Some models of phonology require more than just listing of the unpredictable. One
hypothesis of speakers’ knowledge is the principle of lexical restructuring: a
form is (re)lexicalized in its (new) output shape unless there is good reason for it not
to be.17 The question is, what constitutes good evidence? This issue is taken up in
Miller (2010: 1.146–50), who concludes:

phonetic details are more perceptually salient, probably for semantic reasons bound to
particular lexical items, than previously realized. These phonetic details have important
implications for derivation and for change, especially in the realm of derivatives becoming
dissociated from their bases and evolving into separate lexical items. (Miller 2010: 1.150)

In other words, there is suggestive evidence for the potential lexicalization of all
output forms, consistent with “the more general view in memory research that any
experience leaves a memory trace” (Hay and Baayen 2005: 343, w. lit). This is
supported by the numerous formations produced by analogy with existing con-
structs, no matter how derivationally complex or easily derived, which in turn
presupposes a mental lexicon of those constructs. In Dutch, for example, stem
alternants of adjectives like goed ‘good’, inflected goede [ªud@] ~ [ªuy@], must be
lexically listed to predict derivatives: goed-ig [ªud@å] ~ [ªuy@å] ‘good-natured’ but
goeierd [ªuy@rt] (*[ªud@rt]) ‘good-natured person’ (Booij 2009: 500f.).

The lexicon in Distributed Morphology18 is directly relevant to chapter 4, and is
therefore introduced here. It also contributes another dimension on the uses of the
lexicon(s) and ties up some loose ends from other sections of this chapter. In
Distributed Morphology there is no morphological component and no word forma-
tion in the lexicon. The lexicon is a “list of atomic elements for syntactic compos-
ition” (Marantz 1997: 201). There are three non-computational lists:

(a) The narrow lexicon (also called syntactic terminals) contains the list of roots
and abstract morphemes (mentioned in several places in this chapter) that
feed the computational operation of Merge. The abstract/functional mor-
phemes consist entirely of non-phonetic features, like [pl] (plural) or the

17 Compare Gess (2003: 77): “As a change spreads, some speakers will begin to store some of the output
forms (i.e., the most frequent ones) as lexical representations, through lexical optimization (according to
which underlying representations directly reflect output forms, unless alternations dictate otherwise . . . ).”
In Optimality Theory, one suggested generalization is FAITH-lex, “which requires faithfulness to an input
lexeme” (Cho 2009: 463).

18 http://www.ling.upenn.edu/~rnoyer/dm/
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features that comprise the determiner D. Roots include √Cat, √Ox, √Sit,
which are sequences of phonological features, plus, in some cases, non-
phonological diacritics (Embick and Noyer 2007). These bundles of features
have no phonetic realization.

(b) The encyclopedia registers meanings and relates vocabulary items to mean-
ings. Marantz (1995; 1997) argues that the word is no different from a phrasal
idiom with respect to idiosyncratic meaning, although there are differences in
complexity (Wulff 2013). This list contains phrasal idioms, such as kick the
bucket, idiosyncratic word meanings, such as the entity rather than process
meaning of transmission (Aronoff 1976), and also captures the inherent
semantic arbitrariness of the open-class roots (cat, dog, . . . ). L-morphemes
(similar to traditional lexical morphemes), then, consist of phonological
representations with encyclopedic (not featural) meanings, and are always
idioms. This list is consulted subsequent to the output of interpretation in the
phonological component (phon) and the semantic component (sem).

(c) The vocabulary is the list of exponents that provides phonological content
(which may be null) to the abstract morphemes in the terminal nodes together
with rules of insertion. One vocabulary item (root or functional head) is
inserted into one terminal node. Since this is post-syntactic, it is referred to
as Late Insertion. This list is consulted at phon and contains the rules that
supply the phonological exponents to the abstract morphemes (Embick and
Noyer 2007).

The explicit claim of theDistributedMorphologymodel is that phonological, structural,
and semantic representations are separate.19 One reason for this is that people can think
of a concept but not its phonological form, or a word’s form but cannot access its
meaning, or they may recall the syllable structure but not the target word, and so on. In
short, words are stored in many forms, e.g. by morphological composition (a speaker
cannot think of a word but knows it has an -ity suffix), meaning or semantic class (a
speaker cannot think of zucchini but knows it is a kind of squash), phonological
structure (a speaker cannot think of Minelli but knows it has three syllables, or
substitutesMonty E. Python forMilton E. Proby), etc. (Miller 2010: 1.98–102).

To this can be added the hypothesis in }1.9 that the lexicon contains feature
information which is relevant to phonology, syntax, and semantics. Despite the
redundancy, then, the lexicon(s) must contain a large amount of information rele-
vant to all words or potential words.

To conclude this section, lexicalization, or the listing of a form in the lexicon (or
combination of lexicons), is theory-dependent. What little empirical evidence exists

19 This general idea is not new. For example, Szymanek (1988) separates cognitive categories (concepts),
derivational categories (functions/meanings), and derivational exponents (formatives).
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suggests that, despite redundancy, all words, regardless of how produced or com-
positional, are subject to registration in the mental lexicon (cf. Anshen and Aronoff
1988). This does not mean they will be. It remains a matter of selection as to which
output forms get lexicalized on an I-language basis, and which of those in turn get
institutionalized on an E-language basis. The less compositional a form is, the more
subject it is to lexicalization, which also correlates with changes in meaning along
non-compositional lines.

1.11 Summary

Of the many uses and definitions of word, this work will be concerned with phono-
logical, prosodic, and morphological properties. When unspecified, word denotes the
composite of roots and formatives (constituent parts) that make up a (real or
potential) syntactic head. Headedness is an important property of words and phrases.
Core word formation is hierarchical, like syntactic structures, and for that reason is
considered syntactic in some frameworks. It will be argued in subsequent chapters
that lexicogenesis by prosodic templates and certain other means may yield a
syntactic head that is not hierarchical.

Inflection in this work is restricted to agreement and concord material that is
adjoined at spellout as a result of the Agree features from the syntactic computation.

Derivation of lexical items (nouns, verbs, etc.) is effected by various means,
including affixation, stem change, apophony (vowel gradation), accent, and conver-
sion, all effected by features. Conversion will be particularly important in this work
because many new words are productively formed by attraction of a root or a
categorized item into an empty head bearing category and other (e.g. event) features.

Backformation is meaningful only in the perspective of the history of the E-
language. In terms of I-languages (individual grammars), all forms are synchronically
derivable which entails that inputs to a given computation are lexically listed, or
assumed by the speaker to be lexically listed.

Productivity is necessarily defined with reference to a domain of application, includ-
ing the constraints to be discussed in Chapter 2. It has also been formulated in terms of
I-language rather than E-language for the simple reason that a given affix or process is
never available to every individual to coin novel words. In historical perspective, of
course, only E-language is accessible, requiring decisions on whether a cluster of new
formations in a given period indicates productivity for a large segment of the population
or not. At any time in history, however, it is the creativity of individuals (I-languages)
that yields neologisms. Creative neologisms provide a lot of information about pro-
ductive word formation processes (Schröder and Mühleisen 2010: 55).

Lexicalization is here defined with reference to I-language and institutionalization
with respect to E-language.
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